Numerical implementation and test of the modified variational multiconfigurational Gaussian method for high-dimensional quantum dynamics.
In this paper, a new numerical implementation and a test of the modified variational multiconfigurational Gaussian (vMCG) equations are presented. In vMCG, the wave function is represented as a superposition of trajectory guided Gaussian coherent states, and the time derivatives of the wave function parameters are found from a system of linear equations, which in turn follows from the variational principle applied simultaneously to all wave function parameters. In the original formulation of vMCG, the corresponding matrix was not well-behaved and needed regularization, which required matrix inversion. The new implementation of the modified vMCG equations seems to have improved the method, which now enables straightforward solution of the linear system without matrix inversion, thus achieving greater efficiency, stability and robustness. Here the new version of the vMCG approach is tested against a number of benchmarks, which previously have been studied by split-operator, multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) and multilayer MCTDH (ML-MCTDH) techniques. The accuracy and efficiency of the new implementation of vMCG is directly compared with the method of coupled coherent states (CCS), another technique that uses trajectory guided grids. More generally we demonstrate that trajectory guided Gaussian based methods are capable of simulating quantum systems with tens or even hundreds of degrees of freedom previously accessible only for MCTDH and ML-MCTDH.